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why



“Social media platforms … are the way the 
world is networking and communicating. 
They are how and where we share 
information – with friends, colleagues, 
acquaintances and any and everyone else.” 

– Christie wilcox, scientist, science 
writer/blogger



Brian Solis and JESS3
The Conversation Prism



Online collaboration: Scientists and the social network. Nature, 512 (7513), pp.126-129.



• 47% of AAAS members surveyed in 
2015 have used social media to 
discuss or follow science
• 51% have talked with reporters about 

research findings
• 24% of AAAS members have blogged about 

science/research

• 16% of scientists blog at least once 
a month about topics related to 
their research (Brossard et al., 2013)

• ~1 out of 5 tweet about their 
research (Brossard et al., 2013)

Scientists are increasingly using social media to talk about or read about science



Why Should Scientists Use Social Media?
• Increase visibility of your research and citations
• Networking (finding collaborators, jobs, etc.) 
• Recruiting students
• Keep colleagues up to date
• Reach new audiences
• Act as a public voice for science
• Make science accessible
• Be a source of accurate info for journalists
• Open science & collaboration
• Open up the scientific process and foster public trust and engagement 

(NSF Broader Impacts)
Suggestions borrowed from Social Media for Science Communication, Paige Jarreau, @fromthelabbench



According to The Scientist and Phys.Org, scientists are taking to social media to: 
• challenge weak research
• share replication attempts in real time
• counteract hype
• increase citation rates

Incorporating social media into the different stages of a scientific publication:
• Accelerates the pace of scientific communication
• Facilitates interdisciplinary collaboration
• Communicates results to a large and diverse audience
• Encourages post-publication conversations about findings
• Speeds research evaluation
• Increases science transparency
• Amplifies the positive effects of scientists’ interactions with more traditional media

http://blogs.agu.org/sciencecommunication/2017/01/30/enhance-science-social-media-no-really/



Pathways available for communicating research between scientists and end users
Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A. 2015 Mar 24; 112(12): 3585–3586

At most 3 of every 
1,000 published 
articles get attention 
from mass media

More scientists are 
embracing blogs, social 
media to make material 
directly available

Social	Media	for	Science	Communication,	Paige	Jarreau,	@fromthelabbench





Why Academics Use Twitter





https://theconversation.com/its-time-for-scientists-to-tweet-14658



https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/22173204



"They are quite some way from being recognized as a formal metric, but they 
could be the incentive required to motivate researcher engagement 
with social media...

Social media could be the potential platform to help break down boundaries 
between scientists and society; however, there is some way to go yet…a first 
major step in encouraging scientists to use these platforms will be to ensure 
they are properly supported and recognized for doing so.”

Read more at: https://phys.org/news/2017-04-social-media-science-society.html#jCp

altmetrics are non-traditional metrics proposed as an alternative to more 
traditional citation impact metrics, such as impact factor and h-index.





Traditional blog functions
• Debunking
• Expert opinions
• Media Criticism
• Community building among 

scientists
• Translation of scientific 

research

New blog functions
• Science journalism
• Sources of science news 
• Curation
• Critical analysis
• Discussion missing from mainstream media
• Opening up the science research process (Citizen science, etc.)
• Adding value and advancing the conversation around scientific issues
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HOW



• Social media is SOCIAL.

• Follow, Interact & Respond.

• Social media isn’t a replacement for interesting, 
original, useful and compelling content.

• Know your goal(s).

• Know your audience.
Paige Jarreau, Social Media: Engaging for Impact in STEM, invited 
keynote and social media workshop at Georgia Tech, 2017.



http://www.desktop-background.com/wallpaper/1920x1080-surreal-scenery-desktop-pc-and-mac-wallpapers-921780



• Post what you are passionate about.

• Only post when you are motivated to do so.

• Engage in conversations useful to your research.

• It’s OK to not always keep up to date; take “vacations” from social media.

• Most science bloggers only post 1x/week-month.

• Make it a routine. Tweet about research papers you read, routine lab work, etc.

• Post as a lab group.

Paige Jarreau, Social Media: Engaging for Impact in STEM, invited keynote and social media 
workshop at Georgia Tech, 2017.



1. Choose great keywords

2. Have fun

3. Look for ways to join the conversation
• Find out if a conference is using a hashtag and add it to any of your messages. 
• Certain fields have different social media traditions - piggyback on those that are 

already in place. For instance, every Friday paleontologists tweet about their work 
using #FossilFriday.

4. Don’t go overboard

http://www.aje.com/en/arc/choosing-hashtags-when-sharing-your-science/



JARGON

ATTRIBUTION



accuracy matters



• Social currency:, It’s all about people talking about 
things to make themselves look good, rather than bad

• Triggers, which is all about the idea of “top of mind, 
tip of tongue.” We talk about things that are on the top 
of our heads.

• Ease for emotion: When we care, we share. The more 
we care about a piece of information or the more we’re 
feeling physiologically aroused, the more likely we 
pass something on.

• Public: When we can see other people doing 
something, we’re more likely to imitate it.

• Practical value: Basically, it’s the idea of news you 
can use. We share information to help others, to make 
them better off.

• Stories, or how we share things that are often 
wrapped up in stories or narratives.



https://media.npr.org/assets/img/2017/01/30/privacyparadox_atc_red_wide-
9c64a7bef5078283a79724e6f1f88e10f20e114e.png?s=1400



Diversity and Ethics

• Go to extra lengths to incorporate female and minority voices for 
science. #WomenInSci

• Be very aware of how your communication of science in social media 
might be interpreted by others.

• Scientists often occupy positions of power that must be acknowledged 
and used responsibly (e.g., senior scientists not promoting sexist views / 
creating environments where open feedback is welcome and readers 
feel safe to express themselves).

• Public trust in scientists remains high – let’s keep it that way.









http://www.scihashtag.co.uk/





#BestCarcass



#FieldWorkFail
#DoesItFart



https://www.boredpanda.com/scientist-blunders-fieldwork-fail-jim-jourdane/





YOU ALREADY HAVE AN ONLINE PRESENCE, 
SO YOU MIGHT AS WELL CURATE IT.



Thank you!

Questions?

xkcd.com/386


